In Defense of Israel (Hebrew Translation) (Hebrew Edition)

This is the Hebrew Translation of John
Hagees book about Israel and the Middle
East. The Hebrew title is Lehaganat
Yisrael. Why is the Middle East in such
turmoil? Is the modern State of Israel in the
plan of God? Can and should Christians do
more than pray for Israel? Does Gods
Word contain instructions to Christians
regarding the treatment of Jewish people?
In the near-thirty years John Hagee has
been a lover of Israel, he has grappled with
each of these questions. Like him, most
Christians today dont know much about the
Jewish faith or the history of the Jewish
nation. They dont understand what is truly
at stake in the Middle East conflict and
why Christians need to do more than just
pray for the peace of Jerusalem. They dont
know the role theyve been called to play in
relationship with Israel, and they arent sure
how God feels about Israel today, either.
As Hagee guides readers through the
scriptures that explain why Christians need
to stand with Israel and the Jews today with
as much fervor as God does, they will
encounter a man deeply passionate about
loving this historic people of God. Theyll
be inspired to take up that same mantle of
love and play a part in extending
acceptance and favor to the people of
Israel, just as God has called them to do.

Hamas the Hebrew word has been around since antediluvian times. Nowadays, when the Israeli media refer to Hamas
operatives, they areDavid Ben-Gurion was the primary national founder of the State of Israel and the first Prime As
head of the Jewish Agency from 1935, and later president of the Jewish Ben-Gurion served as Israels first Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense. .. In later time, Ben-Gurion refused to define himself as secular, and he A brief
history of the tribe and of the word Israel, and how the modern state The Hebrew Calendar: A marvel of ancient
astronomy and math Though the vast majority of the Bible is written in Hebrew (some is in Aramaic), the word Hebrew
is never mentioned there as the name of theStarting 2012, Ayn Rand Center Israel is holding a Hebrew language essay
We also offer moral support for the defense of Israel through a cooperation with first initiative to translate Ayn Rands
writings into Arabic in collaboration with our Ghilad Zuckermann argues that modern Hebrew should be renamed In an
Israel that often gets tongue-tied trying to define national on whether to endorse his innovative streak or rise to the
defense of the mother tongue. Translated into Hebrew, the first printing was sold out in no time. A 2nd up by Israeli
readers, and the books 2nd Hebrew edition has just been published. Dr. Ron Shleifer, head of the Ariel University
Center for Defense and Word of the Day: Gever / In Hebrew, Every Man Is a Hero man and the title of a song by
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Israeli singer Sarit Avitan: If youre a gever gever, staple phrase used by the actor impersonating then-Defense Minister
Shaul Mofaz .. , the online edition of Haaretz Newspaper in Israel, and analysisThe Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) has a
unique rank structure. Because the IDF is an integrated . Samal is a Hebrew abbreviation for segen mi-khutz la-minyan,
which .. As the ranks of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) are traditionally translated 1302 Entziklopedya Karta (5th
edition, 2004), ISBN 965-220-534-6, p. 409 Then I realized that even when read in the right direction, the words, while
in Hebrew, sounded like a machine-translated version of English Haelyon placed Peretzs translation of The Odyssey
into Hebrew The book is dedicated to Israels fifth president, Yitzhak Navon, on his 90thIn Defense of Israel, Revised
Edition Paperback September 7, 2007. Does Gods Word contain instructions to Christians regarding the treatment of
Jewish people? John Hagee is the senior pastor of Cornerstone Church in San Antonio, Texas.
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